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A PHILOLOGICAL NOTE ON A CERTAIN CLASSICAL SUFFIX
COMMONLY USED IN DERMATOLOGIC AND GENERAL
MEDICAL NOMENCLATURE
MORRIS LEIDER, A.B., M.D.,* AND MORRiS ROSENBLUM, A.B., M.A.t
The felicitous naming of diseases, symptoms and signs is an important factor
in medical understanding and progress. Etymological accuracy and historical
continuity in words have mnemonic, associative and summarizing values which
erroneous designations or arbitrary neologisms are less likely to have.
In exploring possible need for, and uses of, a specialized lexicon of dermatologic
words, terms and phrases for teaching purposes, the writers were struck with
the incompleteness of definitions given for certain Greek suffixes, and in the
case of the common terminal letters -oma, a misinterpretation was found which
has been uncritically perpetuated by medical and general lexicographers. This
mistake of considering -oma to be a true suffix with an independent meaning of
tumor has been copied from book to book without recheck of original Greek
sources.
In keeping with the inquiring spirit which is the tradition of all science, philo-
logical as well as medical in this case, we have reexamined the matter to. track
down the error and its cause. Thus, our purpose in this note is to clarify the
reasons for the common misconception that the terminal consecutive letters,
-oma (wpa), constitute a genuine Greek suffix and that the combination properly
means growth or tumor. We shall show that the true suffix is -ma (na) which
means the result or effect of an action.
In ancient Greek -ma was a common suffix attached to verb stems to form
nouns that consequently meant the result of the action indicated by the partic-
ular verb. Many such Greek verb stems, but by no means all, end in o repre-
sented by omicron when the pronunciation is short (ö) or by omega (w) when
it is long (o). We suspect that because of this propinquity of the letters and
because in many instances the combination signified an affliction with swelling,
at some unknown time an assumption was made that wza or oia1 is a Greek
suffix per se with an inherent meaning of tumor. It will be seen later that
only -ma2 is the true suffix form and that any letter preceding it, vowel or con-
sonant, belongs to the stem portion, not to the ending.
*From the New York Skin and Cancer Unit, Department of Dermatology and Syphil-
ology, New York Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital, New York City. Marion
B. Sulzberger M.D. Director.
t Teacher, classics and science, New York Public School System.
The very spelling of this apparent Greek suffix in two ways without good reason like
euphony is another illustration of its odd deve'opment. Some dictionaries use one or the
other form consistently; others carry both with confusing and unexplained indiscrimin-
ation. On rule it would seem that the only correct spelling of the continuity should be
w&a since stems that end in omicron (short o) are usually lengthened to omega (long o)
when a suffix beginning with a consonant, like -ma, is added.
2 In some combinations this true Greek suffix takes the form of -mat, especially when it
appears within a word, as in dermatitis, mathematics, pragmatic, etc. In some English
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A search for the origin of -oma with the meaning of tumor in standard medical
(1) and general (2) dictionaries reveals a curious vagueness about it. Also,
it is not treated as a suffix in Greek grammars (3) or dictionaries (4). With the
exception of Gould's Medical Dictionary (5), in no place where it is defined is
anything suggested to show that the meaning of tumor is philologically correct
or that it was so used in antiquity. For example, in an otherwise excellent book
entitled "Medical Greek and Latin at a Glance" (6), the tumor meaning is
repeated without question or explanation except for the qualification "as used
today". In answer to a query, the author, Professor W. R. Agard, writes
frankly (7): "... I should have indicated in the book that these suffixes are
simply Greek endings which have been adopted in medicine for the meanings
they now have. I know of no book on nomenclature in medicine which traces
the development of these suffixes and I have no idea when the present meaning
was first given them."
Even so definitive a work as the unabridged Oxford English Dictionary (8)
slurs over the matter of origin for words ending in -oma, although it always ex-
plains in great detail the origin of other words, or states when origin is abso-
lutely unknown. It merely repeats that words ending in -oma are formed with
the Greek c.Jja. In fact, this work did not list this combination of letters as
a suffix until a supplement to the dictionary was published. We imagine that
the editors were puzzled by the uncertain position of this would-be suffix since
they write that it forms neuter nouns cognate with verbs (which is not always
the case, instance glaucoma) and that in modern usage the suffix relates to a
function or growth. How or why it came to mean that is not even conjectured.
Direct communication with the editors elicited the following reply (9): "Thank
you for your letter. . . which discusses the suffix -oma (-ma). It is good of
you to have taken the trouble to draw our attention to the various points in-
volved. On considering them we find ourselves in agreement and should we
be at any time doing a revision of the O.E.D. supplement we shall have to try
and alter the articles affected. I cannot help you. . . with your query about
the date when -oma first became used medically to mean a growth but I am
making enquiries..
The main evidence for our theory that -oma is falsely taken to be an original
Greek suffix with an inherent meaning of tumor is based on a critical analysis
of the many words which terminate either in -ma (iza) alone or in -oma (o,ia)
as a succession. In every instance that we could discover, we found that when
-ma occurs as the indisputable suffix,3 the stem to which it is attached ends in
a consonant (e.g., erythrasma, chloasma, etc.) or in a vowel other than omicron
transliterations, and regularly in French, the spelling of this suffix becomes -me as in syn-
drome, rhizome, etc. In German a further shortening to -m is customary as in fibrom,
papillom, etc. This last contraction also occurs in some English uses, e.g., exanthem,
enanthem, neoplasm, etc.
'It is another inadequacy of medical and allied technical dictionaries that this very com-
mon Greek suffix is not listed whereas -onia,
-igis, -osus, -iasis, etc. are regularly included.
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or omega (e.g., eczema, ecthyma, etc.) But, where -oma occurs as the ending
in words properly formed from the Greek, the stem always ends in omicron
or omega (as a lengthening of omicron) and either of these letters can be seen
to belong integrally4 to such stems, never to the suffix, which remains the naked
-ma. This point is further supported and illustrated on the one hand by words
which bear the consecutive terminal letters -oma and do not mean growth or
tumor like glaucoma and trachoma, and on the other hand by words which
end in bare -ma and do mean growth or tumor formation like phyma (qI3ia).
Perusal of the accompanying table of representative words brings out all these
etymological arguments vividly.
Gould's Medical Dictionary (5) is the only place where we found any other
explanation for -oma as an ending with an independent meaning. This book
presents an odd and unconvincing derivation of it as an abbreviation from
oncoma (yKw)a). No classical authority, philological rule or etymological
analogy or precedent is cited to substantiate such a possibility. Oncoma is
derived from the Greek word oncos (6'y,coc, mass) which is related to the
verb &yiców, to swell (stem, o',',o-), plus -ma (ia). The total word oncoma,
then, is an original ancient Greek word which means the result of the action of
swelling. It was apparently formed in a customary way by attaching the
ordinary suffix -ma to a verb stem ending in omicron. The appearance of the
succession -oma (wjza) is exactly in accord with what we have found for other
words described above and in the table. Nothing about the word oncoma sug-
gests that it was designed to become, or accidentally became, parent for an
abbreviation like -oma.
Our simple conclusion from all of this is that "the Greeks did not have a word
for it", certainly not a suffix -oma. They had a suffix -ma and they used it
extensively. We believe that a characteristic error was made by medical
lexicographers with regard to this ending which is now an established suffix
as -oma by force of long usage. We say characteristic because similar errors
have been made in the past and will be made again in the future. Philologists
are familiar with the phenomenon of mistaking the meanings and functions
of parts of words and reusing those parts in other combinations with new but
intrinsically erroneous meanings or functions. This habit of forming words by
analogy is similar to "back formation", and is found not only in medicine but
in everyday language. To give some current examples, the -cade of cavalcade
has been mistaken to mean procession and has been used in new formed words like
motorcade and aquacade. Actually the verb of derivation in this instance
is cavalcare (to ride on horseback) and the suffix proper is -ade. A more amus-
ing example is the -burger of hamburger which is taken to mean a culinary form
and then combined to name such delicacies as cheeseburger, fishburger, and
nutburger.
Returning to -oma, we see this very same evolution of its well entrenched
4Observe the same thing in compound words, e.g., carcinogenic, trichotillomania, an-
thropophilic, etc.
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meaning of tumor in more recently coined hybrid words like parafflnoma, ce-
mentoma, vaselinoma, etc. Here the suffix is added not to a verb or to a noun
referring to a part of the body where it would mean an afflictive growth, but
it is used to indicate a neoplastic condition caused by or consisting of a sub-
stance.
We are not suggesting that the now familiar meaning and application of
-oma be discarded. This would not be desirable because -oma is very handy,
and has become so well established that no etymological decree could set it
aside. There is value, however, in knowing how the suffix came to be and what
happened to it. The Greeks should neither be credited with it nor blamed
for it. Therefore, this piece of philological purism is recorded because it may
have an importance equal to that of any other minor item in pure science.
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